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ATTACHMENT II

AMBlUCAB RJRSES' ASSOCIATION
Report to the Cabinet on Nursing Practice
fr01111 the
Task Poree on Implementation of Nursing: A SOcial Poliey Statement
January 1984

Members:

llorma Lang, Ph.D., R.H., P.A.A.N., chairperson
Kathryn Barnard, Ph.D., R.H., F.A.A.N.
Hildegard Peplau, Bd.D., R.N., P.A.A.N.
Maria Phaneuf, M.A., R.N., P.A.A.N.
Jean Steel, M.S., R.N.,C.

Meetings:

December 7, 1981
September 25-26, 1982
November 30-December 1, 1983

'1'he Task Force on Implementation of Nursing:
A Social Poliey Statement was
appointed by the Congress fo~ Nursing Practice in December 1981 and was
charged with the responsibility of monitoring· the dissemination of the
publication and developing strategies for inplementation of the statement.
'l'he following report finalizes the work of the task force and thus focuses on
rec:ommeudations for further implementing activities to be undertaken by the
American Nurses• Association. A brief review of progress to date in
dissemination and interpretation of the statement is also provided. Please
note that the recommendations do not include plans for revision of the
document. Rathec-, the task force proposes that the document be'maintained as
a 1980 publication of the association and that ANA begin.to plan for a second
statement on nursing. The task force suggests that a camnittee be convened in
1992 to begin preparation of the document for publication in 1996, the
centennia1 anniversary of the American Nurses• Association.
II.

Prof+!-

tx,

Date

Dissemination
Beports tr011 the Marketing Department of the American Nurses' Association on
distribution of the document and related media material revealed the
foil.owing:
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Publication

Media.Package

. .

-
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Since it was first available in January 1981, through
October 1983, ANA has sold 54,087 c:opies of the
publication and has distributed 5,345 copies inhouse
(most of these presumably for correlimentary
distribution), for a total of 59,432 copies
distributed. Of those sold, 6,950 were included in
sales of the media package (SO per package).
Prom .J'anuary 1982 through October 1983 ANA has sold

139 copies of the media package (each with SO copies
of the publication included).

Prom February 1982 through September 1983 there have

been 139 1:entals of the media package through the

University of Kansas Film Distribution Center.
rental includes one nonreturnable copy of the
.publication.

Each

:tn addition, 40-50 presentations on the statement have been given by members
of the task force to state nurses' associations and to other groups such as
universities. States in which presentations have been made are:
SHA

Sp>nsored

Wisconsin
Maine

Vermont
Connecticut
Massachusetts
Delaware

Texas

tJtab

Oregon

Iowa
Bev Jersey
llawaii
Benda
Arizona

other Sponsors
california
0:>lorado
Illinois
Minnesota
Michigan
Massachusetts
Missouri.
Cllio
Iowa

Hampshire
York
Maryland
Oregon
New Mexico
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Washington
Utah
New
New
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One objective·:measure of the degree of disse11ination is the aa,unt and type of

feedback received·by the task force. !he literature baa increasingly revealed
attention t.o the social policy stateant, including critical analysis and
application in research. Letters to the task force also reveal increuing
depth of understanding and may be an indication of greater nullbezs of nurses
able to interpret the statsent.,

Implementation
The task force is aware of and coq,U.•nts AHA organizational uni ts on
activities already under way. Many of these activities are continuing efforts
in the investigation of nursing phenomena and clarification of the core of
nursing knowledge and practice.
Considerable activity has occurred under the direction of the executive
conaitees of the divisions and councils. The divisions, as a result of the
· 1982 · bylaws which require that they becane cauncils at the close of the 1984
House of Delegates, have undertaken an assesS11ent of their area of practice
and the council• s potential purpose and goals. The self-assessaant bas led to
increasl!d discussion of the phenomena of concern in areas of practice, i.e.
the human responses which nurses diagnose and treat.
Divisions and councils have also used pbenollena of concern as the conceptual
framework in the development orre.ision of standards of practice and in
defining the scope of practice and requirements for clinical specia1ist
certification. The characteristics of specialization described in the
statement have also prO'lided the direction for reoc:
ndations on
certification by the cabinet on Nursing Practice.
Another major ANA activity is the work of the Steering COmdttee on the
Classifications of Phenomena of Nursing •Practice. appointed in 1982. The
cODIDittee is defining association policy around classifications and developing
a blueprint for the p:ofesaion's development of classifications, including
whatever collaborative relationship and edac:ation is necessary to reach that

goal.

The task force is also aware that.the statellent is being used by schools of
nursing in planning curriculum and by nurse researchers. 'these activities,
along with·corisideration of the phencmna of.concern by organized rmrsing
services in care planning and developaent of c:caputer systells, connote notable
progress.
III. Gma1s

!'!P1

tin!I ·Actlrit:f.ea

basic praise of the authors of the stateaent is tbat the responsibility for
safeguarding the authority of nuraea in the public interest rests with the
profession. Accordingly, 8011e ideu anr:l caacepta that guided the developaent. ·
of the
aooial policy statelllant
are as follows:
.. :
.
.
A

.

~1~it ~~;';~~~
. .::tt lb3.
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1.

Nursing arises out of the society it serves and is supported by it,
and is therefore accountable to that society.

2.

Nursing is defined as the diagnosis and treatment of human responses

3.

'l'be statemnt pr011ides a framework for examination and continuing
development of intra- and interdisciplinary relationships.

4.

'l'be self-regUlation of the nursing profession entails internal
controls of such excellence as to minimize the need for external
controls.

5.

Professionally determined mechanisms for assurance of the quality of
nursing practice are an essential part of professional
self-regulation.

6.

Nurses

7.

Research

8.

Nursing ~ s on technology as it combines humanitarian theory with

9.

Bursing is responsible for laadership toward redistribution of health
care resources for the provision of an adequate quantity of care
achieved at the lowest cost compatible wit:h quality.

Report, .Tast Poree on Impla.ntation of Hursing:
Policy Statement
.
l.

to actual or potential health problems.

science.

I

is essential to nursing as a profession

and

as an emerging

scientific knowledge.

'l'he Steering Committee on <;lassifications·of Phenomena of Nursing
Practice should by 1986 have identified a useful begiMing list of
pbencaena of concern to nurses, fram which a camnon core of nursing

pben011ena representing the most common, recurring, most frequently seen
phencaena can be drawn.
foregoing preliminary core should begin significantly to influence
basic and graduate education,· service (including practice), and research
in the following ways.

A SOcial
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curricula in basic schools of nursing should begin to focus 110re
intensely on theory and practice related to nursing phenmena,
developing in students a high degree of sophistication in
observation, assessmnt, theory, application, and intei:vention
related to nursing phencaena.

2.

Graduate prograas should be involving any 110re o~ their students in
clinical investigatioM--eJIIPirical and controlled researeh--related
to developing further clarification and understanding of particul.ar
· phenomena in nursing• s dalain as well as generating interest ur
clinical research and beginning research c:aapetencies.

3.

It can be expected that D10re nurse researchers than at present would
begin a long-term interest in research of a particular nursing
phenomena-the profession seeking to obtain financial support for
such long-term investigations. Such studies should lead to nursing
theories as well as result in veil-tested nursing intervention
pertaining to nursing phenomena.

identified as specialists J111st have an earned graduate degree

be eligible for certification.

'!'he social policy statenient has a very high potential for serving to unify
nursing around a shared, caamon guiding framework for the practice of nursing.
It should also serve to clarify and enhance the distinctiveness of what nurses
do as CCldlpared to the work of other health workers. The task force envisions
that as the social policy statement is fully implemented, nursing will hasten
its evolution, particularly in the following directions:

The

1

Sy the year 2000, the largest changes should be visible in nursing service.
The distinctiveness of nursing practice by professional nurses should be more
self-evident, and their role in giving direction to less than professional.
nurses shoold be clearer than at this time. Professional nurses shoula be
demonstrating greater sophistication in practice related to nursing phenomena
and should be practicing with greater confidence in the unifying fra•work
provided by the social policy statement developed in education and in nursing

research, which will be reflected in the ccmpetency of professional. nurses.

It may be necessary for the organization of nursing services to be reordered

to provide for supervisory review of newly graduated professional nurses by
experienced. ones in relation to practice to also provide for clinical
discussion by professional nurses through various formal staff arrangements.
Goal 1:

Definition of nursing as an explanatory theory of nursing practice.

Rationale
Nursing is primarily an applied science, a practice discipline. 'l'b.e
theoretical base of nursing is partially self-generated through nursing
practice and research, and partially drawn &aa other fields.

one way of defining theory is that it is a set of inte.tconnected prepositions
that have the same referent. •Referent• •ans the subject of the t'.heory.
A theory can be:

l.

Bxplanatory-Bxplains events by setting forth propositions fr011 vbich
these events •1• be inferred.

Report, Task Force on Implementation of ::M:.ur::.:s::.:inCJ:::.r.:=--A;;_,;;Soc=-i_a_l
Policy Statement
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2.

Predictive-Sets forth propositions from which inference of future events
can be made.

3.

Control--Describes the conditions under which events of a certain kind
can be made to occur.

Bvery theory requires evaluation against seven criteria: 1) generality,
2) relevaoce, 3) consistency, 4) completeness, 5) testability, 6) centrality,
and 7) simplicity.

minimal current requirement, a definition of nursing should stipulate an
explanatory theory of nursing practice. Definition of nursing as •the
diagnosis and treatment of human responses to actual or potential health
problems• meets the criteria for explanatory theory.

As a

, Ig>llcations for Implementing Strategies Related to Goal 1

The definition provides a theoretical framework for nursing education
curricula. It underscores the i.np)rtanee of nursing research focused on the
pbencaena of concern in practice, which are the human responses to actual or
potential health problems. For nursing service administration and staff in
all settings, it underscores the importance of personalization in patient care
through intensified emphasis on nursing diagnoses and related treatment of
huaan responses. '?his emphasis entails maximum supports for clinical practice
from nursing administration, education, and research.

Goal 2:

Prca,tion of unity in nursing in a basic and common approach to
practice.

Rational!_
In its evolution, nursing bas to a degree sacrificed traditional unity.
Present diversity is due to increasing complexity and potentials in practice
and in health care, related need for baccalaureate education as preparation
for entry into professional practice, increase in the number of nurses
prepared through earned masters and doctoral degrees; specialization with
professional certification, research that yields new knowledge, new
applications of.existing knowledge, and theories, and development of nursing
theory as the foundation for practice.3

Presently, there is a wide diversity among nurses in practice--generalists;
generalists mo concentrate their practice in specialized areas1 qualified
specialists in nursing practice, and nurses who are evincing interest in ·
clinical areas· which my or •Y not develop into recognized specialists. The
augaented variety of settings in which nursing can now be practiced reflects
anr! mther adds to the diversification.

Report, 'l'aak Poree on Impleaentation of _Hur
____s__ing_.___
: __A_Sc_o__c_i__al_
Poliey Statement
'l'here are also various groups of nurses 'llbo have saoght and obtained
categorical identification throuqh nurse practice acts for recognition in
relation to payment ac::baniSIIS and autborhation to perfom mclical acts. 4
to a point, diversity is a constructive response to 90Cial change and
increued professional capabilities. '?he diverse groups in nursing, howve.r,
must reaind themselves or be reainded of their o +ac11 aission. roots, and
responsibilities. The sometilaes contentious groups within nursing can be
compared to tribes within a species. '?ribea that deny the species do so at
their own peril; the denial i.Jlllpairs the evolution of the species.
tJp

All groups are mved by their own purposes.
GardnerS provides useful advice:

For thea and for the profession

Just as excessive individual pride 111st be tellpered by the larger
contexts in which our strivings occur, so a compulsive sense of purpose
must be curbed ••• There is a time to seize and a tia t:o loosen one's
grasp, a time for effort·and a time for repose • • • Pw::pose is a
consequence of biological vitality, but purposefulness without lilllits can
destroy. The momnt comes when the strivings mst let up, when visdaa
says, •be quiet.•
Nursing needs to achieve a new unit, as a part of the continuous self-renewal.
without which individuals, institutions, and organizations decay.6
Nursing
is •a living, changing thing, liable to decay and disintegration as well. as to
revitalizing and re 1• orcement• • • • •7

Implications for Implwnting Strategies Related to

Goal

2

Unity in nursing can best be prc:a>ted by emphasis on intradisciplinary ·
eollaboration8_w_ithin and between practice, education,. and research.
Collaboration means true partnerships in which the powers of the participants
are valued, with recognition and acceptance of separate and 00111bined spheres
of activity and responsibility. With mtual safeguarding of legitiate
particular interests; and a centering ~ i t y of professional mission that
is recognized and supported.
Bmphaais on intradisciplinary collaboration could lead to collegiality that
transcends the differences between nurses whether these be differences in

clinical interests or differences in professional. preparation
responsibilities, rank, status, career focus, or the settings in 11bich nursing
is practiced. Collegiality9-the sharing of responsibility andautbority
within the profession-is an attitude about individual and graap nurain,cJ

relationships:

llepo1.t, '1'aak !'Oree on Illpl-ntatio!l ot Jlursing:
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It is based on altiaacy and leaas to respect.. The first recognizes that
doing nursing•s work to the utDDst is enhanced by an appcopriate ·
collaboration effort, and recognizes that throqgb genuine collaboration,

individual endeavor is potentiated, not just pooled. Respect then
follows, with aclmcwledgwnt: of the contribution that others make to the
cc: ., IUSSion-t:he health care of people.

In~ard to reillburseaent for nursing, the objective should_be payment for
narsing diagnosis and treatment. This entails continued refinement of nursing
diagnose- in relation to human responses, and their incorporation into a.
(ies) as warranted by experience.

reiabttse11ent objective should not be payment for nursing performance of
Identification of medical acts within nurse practice acts
jeopardhes nursing'& abil.ity to regulate itself as it lll18t do to reain a
profession. Such identification also subjects nursing practice to medical
authority and nurses to the risk of medical asvell as nursing malpractice or
negligence allegations. Farther, it tends to perpetuate the outmoded
ta.st-and-activity orientation of nursing practice.

"!he

aedical acts.

It is understood that in emergency situations, in sane practice settings, and
in sc-. urban and rural areas underserved by the health care systa., some
nur:aes pr:epued to do so carry out selected conventionally medical tasks with
appropriate IIIKlical and nursing policy sanctions, support, and controls.
Such adaptations in local. practice are at best a collaboration between nursing
and adicine toward p)SSible increase in effectiveness and efficiency in the
provision of health care. To incorporate local adaptations as a medical part
of the larger whole of professional nursing through nurse practice acts is
obviously illogical. It also connotes some substitution of nursing for
aedical practice and interprofessional coq;,etition, none of which are in the
best interests of the public or in the interests of the evolution -of either
profession. For nursing in particular, it diverts energy that should be used
in developing the potentials of nursing practice and of nursing as a national
health care resoarc:e.
'!be diversity within nursing, the pr:oliferation of special interest groups,
COllbined with deficits in intradisciplinuy collaboration and collegiality
tends to obscure the vboleness-the collect.ivitylO--of nursing.
'l'he
.
Aaerican Barses' Assaciation is nw:sing's professional soc:iety. As such, it

la responsible for the collective honoring of the social contract that exists

between the professions and the larger society of which they are a part.

IU.ndful of its social responsibility, ARA prOV'ides structural arrangements,
programs.and resources, including leadership, in tbe public interest. 'l!hese
are J;IICOVicted with recognition of the diversity within nursing, but
directad to the heal.th of the profession as a.llboJ.e. •.u aajor expression
of cur sense of collectiV'ity, we are called upon to join and partioipate•ll
in A1IL
.

are

Collectivity in nursing is exemplified by the delineation of the nature and
scope of practice and the characteristics of specialization presented in
·Nursing: A SOc1al Policy Stateaent.12
Illpleantation of the state11er.t requires, above all else, its use by
individuals and groups for the purpose of achieving a contell!P()rary perspective
on their own practices in the context of the present totality of nursing
practice, with a view to prcaoting unity in a basic and ccal0ll approach to
practice and its future directions.

Bl!llport, Task ft>rce on Illpleaentation of _11ur_s_iM
__: __A_Soc
__1_a1_
ttolicy Stateaent

A.
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·

Beport, Taek Force on_ Illpleaentation of _Hur_s_tng.....,:___A.. .,. Sc.. ,ac.. . . ,ial._.
Poligy·Stataent

,.

'!bat sho1:t-tera continuing educ::ation prograaa preparing
nurse practitioners be discontinued and thoae nurse
practitioner graduates be encouraged tocaaplet:e graduate
education and beccae certified in their spec!~lty

s.

'J!'bat educational programs be surveyed to deteraine wich

Strategies related to further disseaination of the dOCU111ent
1.

2.

'!bat all. new officials of the .Alie.dean Nurses• Association be
oriented to the social policy stateant through discussion as
veil aa receipt of the publication

That a •pocket• version of the social policy statement be
developed and disseminated at cost or free, as is the Code for
llttrsea.

c.

3. That a revised script for the slides be developed to prevent .

•canned•

••

Strategies related to prca>ting professional issues in econceic
and general welfare programs

presentations.

'l'hat AHA pr0110te systematic collaboration with local. unit
leaders on use of the social policy statement as a tool. to:

That a tape be prepared on caaon questions and answers about

the statement, including:

tlby is the statement called a social.
Why does society own the profession?
llbat is a human response?

policy?

D.

flult graduate

That faculties be encouraged to: l} use pp. 10-11 of
statement as a tool for evaluation of papers or studies, 2)
assure that every student has a copy of the statement, 3)
participate in and pr0110te the listing of caamon, recurring
huaan responses seen in nursing practice, the related

scientific knolfledge and interventions for each human

3.

'l'llat graduate progrmu for specialists in nursing practice
title the progr• accordingly

that aut;onamy of function and independence of

nursing judgment on nursing matters are not caaprallised

Recognize that standards are defined by the profession
to protect the profession in the course of its public

That the process for implementing the baccalaureate as the
requirement for entry into professional nursing be
implemented through internal rather than external control

mec:hani8118

!

i'

That AHA certify nurses as generalists in professional
nursing practice, based on validation of graduation froa a
baccalaureate prograa in nursing

3.

Tbat

t

I

-

2.

1
I .

1·

nandatory eontinuing education be discontinued and
replaced with an AHA-developed mdel law stating that the
state board of nursing will honor AHA 1 s list of recognized

offeriftgs and prograu

response, and 4) begin to design curricula according to

classUication of nursing practice phenaaena

Assur~

Strategies related to promoting credentialing by the profession

1.

B. · Strategies related to nursing education

2.

2.

service and therefore are not negotiable.

experts be developed to serve as resources for
states or regions.

nursing programs be reviewed relative. to
•splintering• of clinical areas for which specialty
preparation is provided by universities

Help practicing nurses understand nursing,

3.

That SllA-based

l..

1.

in contract negotiation, and

Is an actual or p,tential health problem a disease?
1lby does the statement not include a discussion of nurse
practitioners?
Is a human response a nursing diagnosis?
5.

phenoaana are indicated as being within the nursing daaain
as the basis for an integrated statement on core pbenamena
and knowledge.

4.

·s.

'?bat AHA publish sepsra ;.'-' ..!irectodea of certified

specialists and certifie.i generalists

'l'bat specialist certification progras be dffeloped as

ezpedit:ioualy u p,asibl.e

6. That accreditaUon criteria be exaained. anc1 revised, as·.
· · nNClac! for oonaistency with ~• atateaent

lfapo.rt, Taak ft>rce on ·Iapleaent:at.ion of. Nursing:
Pol.icy; Statwnt

A SOcial
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Report of the
. of Hursincn

B.

7.

'!'bat a·position paper be developed on internal controls of

8.

That nurse practice acts be examined relative to
c:anaistency with the definition of nursing.

Argyris, c. ·anc1 D. Schon. Theory in Practice: Increaaip!J 11!:ofesaional., ·
Effectiveness. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1974, 4-s.·

Strategies relating to management of nursing practice

American Nurses' Association. Hursing:

2.

Use of c:oaputerized retrieva1 in tracking nursing phenomena

3.

tJse of specialists in nursing.

Strategies related to research and defining the core of nursing

2.

That a beginning classification of phenomena of nursing be
used to identify the comon recurring phenomena which are
at the core of nursing practice
That nursing pbenaaena be tracked in all basic and applied

science literature
retrieval

3.

by

the use of key words for computerized

G.

concern in their area.

Statelleftt.

4.

McCarty, P. Practice Acts 'l'oo Broad, Says Report.
!!!!.£!!, l~:2tl, Pebruary 1982.

5.

Gardner, J. Morale. New York:

6.

Gardner, J.

7.

~ - , 127.

a.

American Nurses' Association. Nursing: A Social Policy Statement.
Kansas City, Mo.: the Association, 1980, 6.

w. w.

Self Renewal. New York:

Edition, ·Foreword.

'!'he

American

Norton, 1978, 68-69.

w. w. Horton,

1981, Revised

St. Louis,:Mo .. :.

fomal.izing a long-range trend be conducted by a review of
boots, journals and dissertations from 1930-1980 regarding

'!bat HR& practice units continue to identify phenomena

Social Poliq

Phaneuf, M. convocation Address: •Toward Unity.• University of Texas at
Austin, School of Nursing, May 1982.

That a deamstration of the definition of nursing

•1nman responses• nurses have.already addressed

4.

A

Kansas City, Mo.: the Association, 1980, 9.

1. Identification of phenomena of concern in practice areas

1.

Force on Implementation

Social Policy Statement
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professional nursing practice

~t: nurse adlainistrators.prcmote the:

P.

'l'aak

A

of

Strategies related to continued monitoring and evaluation

That an annual report to the members be prepared by the

cabinet onRursing Practice with assistance as needed from
• lien of the task force. This report would assess the
dissa fMtion
the docu.tnt., the actions taken on the
above· reo:
ndations, .and other. progress .toward meeting
the ideas am concepts in the statement.
.
·
'!hat .ID. publish in ~985 a c:011pilation of critiques,
hrtber expJaMtory notes and general uses of the statement
aince its publication and that consideration be given to
additional sach·publicationa ·as varranted·by need or
progress.

10.

Ibid.~ 138-142.

11.

Ibid., 140.

12.

22• cit., 6.
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AGENDA ITEM IX

·-cabinet m fusing Practice
. Meeting

-

· Sep• Efllle.L 19-21, l.982

l'tgenla. Itm. 2.1

2.1. .IIYllpllpliJLlamtd:::a:atlon. oE IIIJrsinq:

A

,.

2.

A Social PDl.icy Statellent. the

act:ivities ·of the asaociati.cn directed by the 0Jngress for Nursing
Pnctice lave faanaJ en the diss inatlcm of. the «ow'.Pt. To tbat
end, aedJa aterial including a fibl md slides wre produced am a
COiieetted arteting program iapJ
sled. Data en distribution
foJJoe.,

IEta cL the a:am.tt.ee mich authoced the stat
at advised en the
ma dissemination of the Edia mterial. fliese :lndividaala
a1aD began deliberation m strategies to ilpl.ea!Dt pal.icies rmtained
in ·tbe 901
at am constituted a panel at the 1982 ANA Oxlventian in
a fl:ll:la fr:r critica1 anal.ysis of the stat:eaent.

r

In Pebmary 1982, the Cangress for Nursing Practice appointed a Task
Paree en the IwpJ
dation of Nursing:
A. Social lbl.icy Staot
;;t.
mich is u, mld its first 111eeting Septelllber 2S-26., 1982. The t.aak
fame will rote illlplmentation of the- charge outlined at the Pebruaiy
2982 oetlna d. the <:ongress for Nursing Pr-=.t:ice __, - -

Ulilrge m 13K xw~

--- - ·

•"-•·--

Draft agenda item ax meeting of Task Pbcce cm 111'1
_of a.raing:
A Social Policy Stat
. tl
- - ·-.
---J,--

(a:mtin:m)

2.2 StMdng 0:llllitt:N_ en the Cluaific:atlcn fc£ llmling ·J!lract:!ce

Social lbllcy. Stab!llent

Sime the pJblicatim fl. llurailg:

'59?! of Practice

ntaticn

One eignificant ICtivity tamd the

illPl

ltaticn af lllrsin;u.

A

Soni al Policy Statment is a. CDl..lab0rative effact bebllleft the
Cabinet: en au:atng Rewrcb Ed ti» Clbinet 0ft llllra1ng Pr-=tice in tile
appoint:aent of a task force to develq, a tua,my for mrsiniJ. 'Iba
first aeeting af the task force 111118 In Jarmuy 1982, at. lilicb tme

tsawa

ana

m initial

pl.al of actim 111e£e art:l.ined.

At

a lllrcb

aaeting, the mlllittee requested a l'IB! change and
kmg-rilDIJlt
plannin!J tD de9elcp a clasaificatim systea m the pw,,me :a af
nursing practice.

Init:ial eJ

na 111th the plan !ncJudecl

ai

bwit:atim fix mUabcxative efforts with the ruraing d:iagnceis grQJp
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Report of the Task Force on ~ursing:

A Social Policy Statement

Attached, for your information and consideration, is the final report of the
Task force on Nursing: · A Social Policy Statement. It !s be~ng_ for.-tar_-ded to
ANA organizational units and constituent state nur~es 1 assoc1at1ons w1th the
Cabinet on Nursing Practice's request that action be c!lnside?"~d on the
;,articular reconmendations related to each unit's area_ of responsi~i_litJ ~nd
t.._at the decisions of the units be for.-arded to the cab1net. The caoinet •,fl 11
· then include the activities in subsequent progress reports.
Areas not
receiving attention will receive further consideration by the cabinet.
?lease note the acknowledgement from the task force of the on-going work by
The cabinet also extends its appreciation for past and any f:Jture
efforts.
ANA units.

ILH::{T:js:28:1
Enclosure

Norma r.ang, Ph.D •• R.R., P.A.A.R•• ·ebaiiperson

Kathryn Barnard, Ph.D •• R.N•• l'.A.A.R.

Maria Phaneuf, M.A., R.R •• P.A.A.N.
Jean ~teel, M.S., R.N.,C.

ANA Councils

FROM: Jean E. Steel,. M.S., R.N.,.C.

RE:

Report to the cabinet on Nursifts Practice
fraa the
.
on Implementation of Nw::sing-: .A.Social ~icy. Statement

I.

December7. 1981
September 25-26, 1982
November JO-December 1, 1983

Znt%0daction

'l'he Task Force on Implementation of Nursing:
A Social. Policy Statement was
appointed by t!te Congress for Nursing Practice in December 1981 and was
charged wit.'1 the responsibility of 1D0nitocing the dissemination of the
publication and developing strategies for ilzl,lementation of the statement.
The following report finalizes the work of the task force and thus focuses on
recommendations for further implementing activities to be undertaJcen by the
American Nurses• Association. A ·brief review of progress to date in
dissemination and interpretation of the statement is also prO\Pided. Please
note ·that the recarme&'ldations do not include plans tor revision of the
document. Rather, the task force proposes that the document be maintained as
a 1980 publicatlon of the association and that AHA begin to plan for a second
statement on nursing. '?he task force suggests that a C011111i.ttee be conver-.ad in
1992 to begin preparation of the document for publication in l.996, the
centennial anniversary. of. the-American Nurses• Association.
II. ·Pi.99zess to Date

Dissemination
Reports fraa the Marketing tJepartaent: of' the .aericaa. airses• Association on
distribution of the. document am related media •te.rial revealed the
following:

· ·
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Since it was fµst available in Januarr 1981, through
Oetcber 1983, ANA has sold 54,087 copies of the
publication and has distributed S,345 ccpies inhouse
(most of these presumably_ for complimentary
distribution), 1 for-"a total of 59/432 -copies
distributed. · Of..,t::hose sold, 6,950 were included in
sales of the media package (50 per· pack•ge).

Publication

Media Package

A

-

From January 1982 through_Oet~r 1983

has sold
139 copies of the media package (each with 50 copies
of the publication included).
ANA

Prom Pebruary 1982 through September 1983 there have
been 139 i.entals .· of the media package. through the
University of Kansas Film Distribution Center. Each
rental includes one nonreturnable copy of the
publication.
In addition, 40-50 presentations on the statement have been given by members
of the task force to state nurses• associations and to other groups such as
universities. States in which presentations have been made are:
SNA

Sconsored

Wisconsin
Maine
Vermont
. CoMecticut
Massachusetts
Delaware
Texas

tJtah
Oregon
Iowa
New Jersey
Hawaii

Nevada
Arizona

other Sponsors
California
Colorado
Illinois
Minnesota
Michigan
Massachusetts
Missouri
Ohio
Iowa
New Hampshire
New York
Maryland
Oregon
New Mexico
New Jersey
Pennsy+vania ·•
Wisconsin
Washington
Utah
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One objective measure of the degree of dissemination is the amount and type of
feedback received by the task force. The literature has increasingly revealed
atten-tion to the social policy statement,. including cr;itical analysis and
application in research. Letters to the task force also .reveal increasing
depth of understanding and may be an indication of great:ei numbers of nurses
able to .interpret the statement.
/
·
IJ!Plementation

.

-

The task force is aware of and C0111)ii'.nts ARA organizational units on
activities alreadywtder way. Many of these activities are continuing efforts
in the investigation of nursing phenomena and clarification of the core of
nursing knowledge and practice.
Considerable activity bas occurred under the direction of the executive
c::011111itees of the divisions a."1d councils. The divisions,. as a result of the
1982 bylaws which require that they become councils at the close of the 1984
Bouse of Delegates, have undertakenan assessment of their area of practice
and the council's potential purpose and goals. The se1f-assessment has led to
increased discussion of the phenoaena of concern in areas of practice,. i.e.
the human responses which nurses diagnose and treat.
Divisions and councils have also used phenomena of concern as the conceE)tUal
framework in the development or revision of standards of practice and in.
defining the scope of practice and requirements for clinical specialist
certification. The characteristics of specialization described in the
statement have also provided the direction for recommendations on
certification by the cabinet on Nursing Practice.
Another major ANA activity is the work of the Steerin9 Committee on the
Classifications of Phenomena of Nursing Practice, appointed in 1982. '?he
committee is defining association policy a.round clas~ificatioris and developing
a blueprint for the profession's development of classifications, including
whatever collaborative relationship and education is necessary to reach that
goal.
The task force is also aware that the statement is being used by schools of
nursing in planning curriculum and by nurse researchers. These activities,
along with consideration of the phenomena of concern by organized nursing
services in care planning and development of canputer systems, "COnnote notable

progress.

III. Goals of

J!!el

eat:ing kt:irit:ies

A basic premise of the authors of t.'1.e statement is that the responsibility for
safeguarding the authority of nurses in the public interest rests vith the
profession. Accordingly, some ideas and concepts that guided· the development.
of the sccial policy statement are as follows:
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Kurs~g arises out of the society it serves and is su~rted by it, -

and is therefore accountable to that. society.

•

1.

·

2. · Nursing is- defined as the diagnosis and trea.t:J?ent of human responses
to actual. or potential health problems--·

,

--·

• •

•

'

·'

l.

The statement pr0'17ides a framework for examination and continuing
development of intra- and interdisciplinary relationships.

4.

the Inursing profession -entails internal
controls of such excellence as to minimize the need for external
controls.
•

5.

Professionally determined mechanisms for assurance of the quality of
nursing practice a.re an essential part of professional

2.

The self-regulation of

3.

self-regulation.

6.

Nurses identified as specialists must have an earned graduate degree
and be eligible fer certification.

7.

Research is essential to nursing as a profession and as an emerging
science.

8.

Nursing impacts on technology as it combines humanitarian theory with
scientific knowledge.

9.

Nursing is responsible for leadership toward redistribution of health
care resources for the provision of an adequate quantity of care
achieved at the lowest cost compatible with quality.

'l'he social policy statement has a very high potentid. for serving to unify
nursing around a shared, common guiding framework for the practice of nursing.
It should also serve to clarify and enhance the distinctiveness of what nurses
do as compared to the worlc of other health workers. The task force envisions
~'lat as the social policy statement is _fully implemented, nursing will hasten
1.ts evolution, particularly in the following directions:

The Steering Committee on Classifications of Phenomena of Nursing
Practice should by 1986 have identified a useful beginning list of
-phenomena of concern to nurses, from which a comnon core of nursing

phenomena representing the most common, recurring; most frequently seen
phenomena can be drawn.
·

1.'be foregoing preliminary core should begin significantly to influence
basic and graduate education, service {including practice), and research

in the following ways.

Page S
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curricula in basic schools of nursing should begin to focus mre
intensely on theory and practice related to nursing pbenaaena,
_developing in students a high degree of sophistication in
observation, assessment, theory, applicaticz;i, itt".d intervention
related to nursing phenomena.
. . -~
··

,

,,,,.

...-

';

Graduate programs should be in~lving uny '1110r; of their students in
clinical investigations-empirical. and controlled research-related
to developing further clarification and understanding of particular
phenomena in nursing's domain as veil as generating interest in
clinical research and beg.irming research ~terx::ies.
It can be expected that 1110re nurse researchers than at present V0Uld

begin a long-tem interest in research of a particular nursing
phenanena-the profession seeking to obtain financial support for
such long-term investigations. Such studies sboald lead to nurning
theories as well as result in well-tested nursing intei:vention
pertaining to nursing phenomena.

the largest changes should be risible in nursing service.
The distinctiveness of nursing practice by professional nurses should be more
self-evident, and their role in giving direction to less than professional
nurses shou.ld be clearer than at this time. Professional riurses should be
demonstrating greater sophistication in practice related to nursing phenomena
and should be practicing with greater confidence in the unifying frame'WOrk
provided by the social policy statement developed in education and in nursing
research, which will be reflected in the campetenc:y of professional nurses.
By the year 2000,

It may be necessary for the organization of nursing set'T!ices to be reordered
to pcovide for supervisocy review of newly graduated :s,rofessional. nurses !:>y
experienced ones in relation to practice to also provide for clinical
discussion by professional nurses t.~rough various formal staff arrangements.

Goal 1:

Definition of nursing as an expla.natoey t!leoey of nursing practice.

Rationale
Nursing is primarily an applied science, a practice discipline. ~e
theoretical base of nursing is partially self-generated through nursing
practice and research, and partially drawn from ot:her fields.
One way of defining theory is that it is a set of interconnected propositions
t.'1at have the same referent. •aeterent., means the subject of the tneory.
A theory can be:
1.

Explanatory-Explains events by setting forth propositions frail which
these events may be. inferred.

Report, Task Poree on Implementation of Nursing:
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Predictive-Sets forth propositions from which inference of future events
can be made.
'

COntrol--Describes the conditions un4er which events of a certain kind
can be made to occur.
, _., .•. • · · -·
.
/
.
Every theory requires evaluation against seven criteria: · l) generality,
2) relevance, 3) consistency, 4) completeness, 5) testability, 6} centrality,
and 7) simplicity.
3.

I

As a minimal. current requirement, a definition of nursing should stipulate an
explanatory theory of nursing practice. Definition of nursing as "the
diagnosis and treatment of human responses to actual or potential health
problel'IIS" meets the criteria for explanatocy theory.

Imolications fer Implementing Strategies Related to Goal 1
The definition prO!lides a theoretical framework for nursing education
curricula. It underscores the importance of nursing research fooused on the
phenomena of concern in practice, which are the human responses to actual or
potential heal~ problems. For nursing service administration and staff in
all sett~s .. it_ underscores the importance of personaliza~ion in patient care

through 1.ntensified emphasis on nursing diagnoses and related treatnent of
human responses. This emphasis entails maximum supports for clinical practice
from nursing administration, education, and research.

Goal 2:

Rationale

Promotion of unity in nursing in a basic and common approach to
practice.

- ..

In its evolution. nursing has to a degree sacrificed traditional unity.
Pre~nt diversity .is due to increasing complexity and potentials in practice
and 1n health care; related need for baccalaureate education as preparation
for entry into professional practice; increase in the number of nurses
prepared through earned masters and doctoral degrees; specialization wit.lot
prof!ssi"?nal certi:i~tion: research that yields new knowledge, ne-,1
applJ.c:atJ.Ons of existing knowledge, and t.'leories; and develo'0fflent of nursing
theory as t:he foundation for oractice. 3
•
.
Presently, there is a wide diversity among nurses in practice--generalists;
gene7al~ts who concentrate their practice in specialized areas: qualified
specialJ.Sts in nursing practice: and nurses who are edncing interest in
clinical areas which may or may not develop into recognized specialists. The
augmented variety of settings in which nursing can now be practiced'reflects
and further adds to the diversification.

.
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There are also various groups of nurses who have sought am obtained
categorical identification through nurse practice acts for reccgnition in
relation to payment mechanisms.and authbrization to perfom medical acts.4

-

-~

-

-

-

Up to a point,.alversity is a constructive response to social change and ·incteased professional capabilities. Tbe "aiverse·grcups in n~sing, however,

must remind themselves or be reminded of their camnon llission;" roots, and
responsibilities. T&e sometimes contentious groups within m:u:sing can be
compared to tribes within a spe<:ies. 'fribes that deny the species do so at
their own peril: the denial • i r s the evolution of the species.
All groups are moved by their own ~ s e s .
GardnerS provides useful advice:

For them and for t:he profession

Just as excessive individual pride 1111st be tempered

by the larger
contexts in ~ich our strivinqs occur. so a caapulsive sense of purpose
must be curbed • • • There is a time to seize and a tim to loosen one's
grasp, a time for effort and a time for repose • • • Purpose is a
consequence of biologica1 vitality, but pw:posefulness without limits can
destroy. The 1110ment comes when the strivings llllSt let up, when visdcm.
says, •be quiet.•

Nursing needs to achieve a new unit, as a part of the continuous self-renewa1

without which individuals, institutions, and organuations decay.6
Nursing
is •a living, changing thing, liable to decay and disintegration as well as to
revitalizing and reinforcement • • • • 11 7

ImDlieaticns for Imt>lementi.ng Strategies Related to Goal 2
Unity in nursing ear. best be promoted by emphasis on int.radisciplina.cy
collaboration8 within and between practice, education, am! research.

Collaboration means true ~rtnerships in which the powers of the participents
are valued. with recognition and acceptance of separate and caabined spheres
of activity and responsibility. Wit!:1 mutual safeguardi.119 of legitimate
particular interests: and a centering eommenality of professional mission that
is recognized and supported.
Emphasis on intradiseiplina.ry collaboration could lead to collegiality t.'lat
transcends the differences between nurses whether t.~ese !)e differences in
clinical interests or differences in professional preparation
responsi~ilities, rank, status, career focus, or the settings in which nursing
i~ Et~act1.ced. Collegiality9-t:ie·sharing of responsibH.ity and authority
w1t.~in the profession-is an attitude about individual and group nursing
relationships:

-;_~(r\~// ·\;) :: ~-,· }]P,:-~<:?: ::>;~:-...·'. ,-:,
1·:

t
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It is based on ultimacy and leads to respect~ The first recognizes that·
doing narsing's work to the utmost ·is enhanced by·an .appropriate

collaboratio~ effort~ and recognizes that through genuine collaboration,
individual enaeavor is potentiated, not just p:)01.E:d. Respect then .
follows, with acknowledgement of the·contributioli that others make to the
common mission-the health care of peopie.
·· · · . •: . )
I

/

.

,·

In regard to reimbursement for nursing, the objective should be payment for
nursing diagnosis and treatment. This entails continued t!!finement of nursing
diagnoses in relation to human responses, and their inco~ration into a
taxonomy(ies) as warranted by experience.
.
..
The reimbursement objective should not be payment for nursing performance of
:medical acts. Identification of medical acts within nurse practice acts
jeopardizes nursing's ability to regulate itself as it must do to remain a
profession.. Suc.11 identification also subjects nursing ·
.tice to medical
authority and nurses to the risk of medical as well as nursing malpractice or
negligence allegations. Further, it tends to perpetuate the outmoded
task-and-activity orientation of nursing practice.

It is understood that in emergenc'f situations, in some practice settings, and
in same urban and rural areas anderserved by the health care system, some
nurses prepared to do so carry out· selected conventionally medical tasks wit.11
appropriate medical and nursing policy sanctions, support, and controls.

Such adaptations in local practice are at best a collaboration bet-..reen nursing
and medicine toward possible increase in effectiveness and efficiency in the·
prevision of health care. To incorporate local adaptations as a medical part
of the larger whole of professional nu/sing tlu:ough nurse practice acts is
obviously illogical. It also eoMotes some substitution of nursing for
medical practice and interprofessional c~tition,J1Qne of which are in the
best interests of the public or in the interests of the evolution of either
profession. For nursing in particular, it diverts energy that should be used
in developing the potentials of nursing practice and of nursing as a national
healt.~ care resource.
'l'be diversity within nursing, ..the proliferation of special interest groups,
cam:>ined with deficits in intradisciplinary collaboration and collegiality
tends to 'Obscure the wholeness-the collectivitylO--of nursing.
The
American Nurses• Asscciation is nursing's professional society •. As such, it
is responsible for t:he collective honoring of the social contJ::act that exists
between the professions and the larger society of which they are a part.

•

Mindful of its social respansibilityr ANA provides structural arrarige!'llents,
· ~rograms and resources, in.eluding leadership, in the public interest. These
are provided with recognition of the diversity within nursing, but are
directed to the heal.th of the profession as a whole. "As a major expression
of our sense of collectivity, we are called upon to join and participate•ll
in ARA.

.

.

.
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collectivity in nursing is exemplified by the delineation of the naturet.and
scope of practice and the characteristics of specialization presented in
Nursing: A Social Policy Statement.12

else,

Implementation of the statement requiresr·above all.
its use by
individuals and groups for the purpose 'Qf_.-ac:hievinq a coote11pcmu:y perspective:
on their own practices in the context of the present totality ·of narsing
practice, vit.'i a view to promoting unity in a basic and C01111110n. approach to
practice and its future directions.

Report,. '!'ask Poree on Implementation of Nursing: · A Social ·
Polig·Statement
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Report, '!'ask Force on Implementation of Nursing:
Policy Statement
·

i.v.

4. ·

A. . Strategies related to further disseminati~'! of the document
1.

2.

new officials of tjle •AmerTuan Nur_ses' .~sociation be
oriented
ttirough discussion
as
. to the. social P9Hcy statement
.
..
well as receipt of the publication · ·

'rhat all

That a •pocket• version of the social ~l:tcy statement be
developed and disseminated at cost
free, as is the Code for

Rurses.

or

3.

That a revised script for the slides be developed to prevent

4.

That a tape be prepared on common questions and answers about

S.

C.

B.

'?hat short-term continuing education prcgraJII! preparing
nurse practitioners•be discontinued and those nm:se
_ practitioner gra4uates be encouraged to caaplete graduate
education and be<:aae certified in .f:n1:ir special:t:y

.. --·

That educational prograu· be surveyed-to deterllline which
phenomena are indicated as being within the nursing daaain
as the basis for an integrated statement on core pbencaena
and knowledge.
I

•canned• presentations.

.

'l!bat AHA promote systematic collaboration with local. unit
leaders on use of the socia.l policy statement as a tool to:

the statement, including:

l.

Help practicing nurses understand nursing,

Why is the statement called a social policy?

2.

Assure that aut;onCllll'f of function and independence of
nursing judgment on nursi:lg matters are not car:ipr011lised
in contract negotiation, and

3.

Reccgr.ize that standards are defined by the profession
to protect the profession in the course of its public
service and therefore are not negotiable.

That SHA-based experts be developed to serve as resources for

statesor regions.

.

Strategies related to nursing education
l.

2.

•

Page.u

Strategies related to prc-,tiftg professional issues in econc:mie
and general welfare prograas
-

Why aces society own the profession?
What is a human response?
Is an actual or potential healt.~ problem a disease?
Why does the statement not include a discussion of nurse
practitioners?
.Is a human response a nursing diagnosis?

s.

A Socia1 .

J.

- ..

That graduate nursing programs be reviewed relative to
•splintering• of clinical areas for which specialty
preparation is provided by universities

That faculties be encouraged to: l) use PP• 10-ll of
statement as a tool for evaluation of papers or studies, 2}
assure that every student has a copy of t.~e statement, 3} .
participate in and promote t.~e listing of common, recurring >
human responses seen in nursing pra?tice, the related
scientific: knowledge and interventions for each human
response, and 4} begin to design curricula according to
classification of nursing practice phenomena
· That graduate pC'ograms for specialists in nursing practice
title th-e progra accordingly

D.

Strategies related to pranoting credentialio.g by the pro=ession
l.

'?hat the process for i.Jlt,lementing the bac:::al.aareate as eie
requirement for entry into professional. nursing be
implemented through internal rather than external c=ntrol

mechanisms

2.

'?bat ·ANA certify nurses as generalists in professioaa.1.
nursing practice, based on validation of graduation from a

baccalaureate program ·in nursing

3.

That mandatory continuing education be discontinued and
replaced with an AHA-devel.cped ll0del. lav ··stating t!iat: t:ne
state boa.rd of nursing vill honor AHA's list of recognized
offerings and programs

4. That AHA publish separate directories of certified .
spec:ialiats and certified generalists
so· That specialist certification prcgraas .be developed as
expeditiously as possible

6. . '?hat accreditation criteria be, examined

am. revised. as

needlld for consistency with ·the statement:

Report, T.ssJc. Force on Implementation· of Nursing:

Policy Statement

E.

Page l2

A Social .

i.

'?bat a position paper be developed on intern~ controls of •
professional nursing practice
·
·

a.

'?hat

.

·-

That nurse administrators prancte the:
I

.

-

..

l..

Identification of phenomeaa of coqc:ern in practice areas

.2.

use of compute.rized retrieval. in tracking nursing· phenanena

3.

O'se of specialists in nursing.

11. ·strategies related to research and defining the core of nursing
That a beginning classification of phenomena of nursing be
used to identify the ·COIIIIIOn recurring phenanena which are

at the core of nursing practice

That nursing phenomena be tracked in all basic: and applied
science literature by the use of key words for computeriz~d

retrieval.

3.

G.

Phaneuf, M. Ccnvacation Address: '"Tovard
Austin, School of Hw:sing, Kay 1982 •

4.

McCarty, P.

Practice Acts Too Broad, says Report.

s.

Gardner,. J.

Moral.e. 1!lev York:

6~

Gardner, J.

Self Renewal.. Bev York:

7.

~ - , 127.

8.

American.Nurses' Association. Nursing: A Social PoliC'f Statement:.
Kansas City, Mo.: the Assoc:::iation, 1980, 6.

10.

l.

That an annual rep:,rt to the members be prepared by t!le ·
cabinet on Nursing Practice with assistanee as needed from
members of the task force. This .rep:,rt wculd assess. t."le
dissemination of the document,. the actions tak.en on the
above .ecamendations, and otherprogress toward meeting
the ideas and concepts in the statement.

2.

That ·DA publish in 1985 a ~ilation of critiques,
_
fw=tber explanatory notes and general uses of the·statement
since its oublication and that consideration be given to
additiona1. such publications as warranted by need or

progress.

.

3.

-·-That ANA practice units continue to identify phencme~ of

Strategies related to continued monitoring and evaluation

-

American Nurses' Association. Nm:sing: A Sccial. Policy Statement.
Kansas City, Mo.: the Association, 1980, 9.

9.

concern in their area.

,..

-

2.

That a· demonstration of the definition of nursing
_
·foimal.izing a long-range trend be conducted by a review.of
booksr journals and dissertations frcm. 1930-1980 regarding
.•human responses• nurses have already addressed

4.

c. and D. Schon. '?heoq in- l!ractiee:. I.nc:%easi.ng Professional.
Effectiveness. San Prancisco: Jossey-Sass, 1974, . 4-5.- •
"~.,,

Argyris,

J

Strategies relating to ma~gement of nursing practice

2.
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